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IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those

This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.

don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to

With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

You” or to the Editor direct at…….

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….
let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have
any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or

All article text and photographs are by the authors except for

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.

images for “The Funnies” which are drawn from the internet

AND FINALLY

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

and are, with our apologies, original source unknown. Should
we, inadvertently, have infringed your copyright please accept
our apologies, let us know and we will publish an appropriate
acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL

same locos to work on poorly laid, tortuously twisty and
(often) very temporary rail systems. We are used to seeing

It’s not that often that I open my mail box, have comments
posted on Facebook or even responses to ‘adverts’ from the

fixed wheel base locos as the norm but, in many parts of the
railway world, a fixed wheel base is simply not practical.

USA but, as you will see on page 7, Rick Perry from
Hurtsboro, Alabama has ‘broken the mould’ ….. and I hope

We are also used to seeing ‘uncluttered’ boilers on our steam
locos with very little exposed pipework. It’s not really that

he is the first of many.

necessary to have exposed, easy access pipework when
There is always the risk that, as railway modellers, we
become engrossed in our own small worlds and forget the
wider aspects of our hobby. There’s a big world out there and
every region of it has its own answers to railways (or
railroads, if you prefer). We can become very parochial, very
absorbed in our own interests and forget that it is not only the
UK that has developed railways and adapted them to cater
for our transport needs, other countries around the world

every locomotive is less than 100 miles from its own re-fitting
workshop. There are thermal efficiences to be gained from
‘burying’ the pipework under the boiler cladding. With such
re-fitting workshops likely to be considerably more than 500
miles away in, say, the USA, the need for pipework to be
exposed, easily accessed and, therefore, easier to service
led to engine designs we have often referred to as ‘plumbers’
nightmares’.

have done the same. Their development has, in many cases,
And that’s just two examples of why there are differences

been radically different from our own.

between our own and other railway systems!
I can think of few examples of chain and/or gear driven locos
in the UK …… we simply didn’t have the technical,
geographical or physical problems to overcome that led to

It would be good to hear about railways in other countries
and other parts of the world and how folk model them.

either their need or development. The USA and Canada, on
the other hand, were extracting timber and minerals to meet
an almost insatiable demand created by rapidly expanding
populations from, lets face it, some inhospitable areas.
Mountainous and heavily forested terrain demands
somewhat different power solutions! Geared locos provide

I hope that readers in other parts of the world enjoy the
insights we give in this Newsletter to railways in the UK and
Europe. We’d love to hear about the railways (railroads) in
your part of the world and how you re-create them in
miniature form.

greater haulage power for the weight of loco than ‘standard’
rod driven locos and the use of bogies (trucks) enabled those

As ever, I hope that you enjoy this issue …… I can’t believe
I’ve been producing this Newsletter for 5 years!!

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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GERMANY, HERE WE COME
Pt 2 - WUPPERTAL
Mike Hebblethwaite with additional photos from Neil

Our first stop, then, was not in the least railway related and
turned out to be one of the most interesting bars that Shaun,

Fraser and Shaun Horrocks

If Monday had been a hectic day with its early start, travel to
Hamburg and a tour round ‘Miniatur Wunderland’, Tuesday
was going to prove to be no less busy!

After a somewhat later start (up at 0700 ….. a lie-in!) and a
good, leisurely breakfast, we made our way to the
Reeperbahn ‘U’ bahn station for an 0915 train to the
Hauptbahnhof. It was a simple enough process but we were
surprised at how far we seemed to travel. It didn’t seem to
take so long in the taxi the day before but, then, there
weren’t a multitude of new sights to distract us in a tunnel!

Neil and I have ever seen! It was the Wuppertaler Brauhaus

We arrived at the Hauptbahnhof with, we thought, almost 40

which occupied a converted swimming baths with the old

minutes to spare only to discover that our train to Wuppertal

pool area forming a unique venue complete with its own

was running 20 minutes late!

brewery ………. well, the clue was in the word ‘brauhaus’!!

So it was ‘watered’ and well fed that we made our way and
checked into our second German hotel, the McDreams hotel,

the hotel is situated above the shops on a single floor!

It gave us plenty of time for a coffee, to explore the station,

which, though bed only, proved to be cheap, cheerful and

watch the arrival and departure of quite a few trains and for

comfortable ……. and though it lacked a bar, it was a definite

me to have a couple of puthers at the old weed.

step up from the A&O Hotel on the Reeperbahn and in an
infinitely more salubrious area!

Our train journey to Wuppertal, though 31/2 hours long, was
smooth, comfortable and problem free and we pulled into

Next stop, the Wuppertaler Schwebebahn. It’s often referred

Wuppertal only 4mins late where we were met by Udo

to as a monorail but it is in reality the “Eugen Langen

(Pfannkuche) and our transport for the next few days.

monorail suspension railway system” (Einschienige
Hängebahn System Eugen Langen). Strictly speaking, to be

His careful planning fell at the first hurdle! No, we didn’t want

a monorail the ‘trains’ run on top of the rail but, hey, the

to check into the hotel first ……. we needed a beer and

weight of the cars is supported by, and the drive is delivered

something to eat. In that order!
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via, a single rail. Right? In my book that makes it a monorail!
End of.

the town and, as several of them were built along the valley
sides, offered excellent views of the Wupper valley.
The system is 8.3 miles (13.36 kms) long and has turn

We were even shown the area that inspired Udo to build his
current model railway

around loops (dogbone fashion) at each end thus making it a

and, typical of Udo, he

continuous circuit. For its most part it is suspended some

has managed not only to

40ft (12.2 mtrs) or so above the River Wupper with short

capture the detail but also

sections above the busy streets, particularly at its western

the ‘flavour’ of his setting.

end.

Couple that with ‘artistic
licence’ and Udo’s model
railway captures the real
essence of this small part

of Wuppertal. It was a
real joy to be able to
see his model railway
and his extremely well
equipped ‘man cave’
….. the beer fridge
has to be the ‘coup
It has 20 stations along its route and is well used as a means

de grace’!!

of transport within Wuppertal carrying some 80,000
passengers daily. Quite understandably, it is also something

At the extreme

of a tourist attraction and, quite frankly, if you are in the area

Western edge of

it is a ‘must not miss’!

Wuppertal can be
found the Mungsten

(For a much more detailed report on this system and how it

Viaduct (originally called the ‘Kaiser Wilhelm Viaduct) which

works, see page xx)

spans the Wupper. It was completed in 1897 and remains
Germany’s tallest iron railway bridge. At 107mtrs (351ft) high

Much of the rest of our time in Wuppertal was spent
exploring some of the old railways (now, sadly, gone) around

and 465mtrs (1526ft) long, it is an impressive structure. Its
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stability is ensured, amongst other things, by the 934,456

In addition to our ‘sightseeing tour’ of the area, we were also

rivets that hold it together!

privileged to visit Udo’s club. Although model railways are
built (and very good they are, too), the purpose/function of
the club is very different from our experience of a ‘model
railway club’ in the UK. The model railways are used to
promote the various model railway products that club
members have deveoped and produced - their range and
diversity is impressive - and the layouts form a part of a club
activity/trade stand at the many exhibitions they attend.

We were also invited to visit Udo’s home and were, at long
last, able to meet his wife, Ingrid, as well as his Kurdish
friends and neighbours (in truth, they are more family than
friends!). Having ‘spoken’ to Ingrid many times via e-mail, it
truly was a delight to meet her. The Irish have a lovely and
It was build to carry the Solingen to Remscheid rail link
which, though the two towns are only 8kms (5 miles) apart,
replaced the original 42km (26 mile) rail link and cost a mere
2.64 million marks to complete. The original cost set aside by
the state for the project was 5 million marks! How many civil
engineering projects have we ever had in the UK that have

very fitting description in that Ingrid, Shirin, Omar and their
three boys were simply “old friends we’d never met” and that
was certainly our experience. Unfortunately the evening,
sampling a mix of German and Kurdish dishes (all excellent!)
along with many laughs about our various languages
(including ‘popty ping’ - a Welsh euphemism for microwave
oven!) came to a close all too soon. It was our last evening in
come in at 50% under budget?? It still serves as an
important link between the two towns.

Udo’s love of his town is palpable and his enthusiasm is
infectious. We were more than fortunate to have him as our
guide!

Wuppertal and the following day Neil, Shaun, Udo and I
would be heading to Dortmund.

As something of an aside, which has nothing whatsoever to
do with railways, I have to tell you that my all-time favourite
sweet is trifle. My second favourite is rhubarb. You can say
what you like about ‘womens’ intuition’, but Ingrid went way

Is Wuppertal worth a visit? Most certainly it is! It is a town
(really a collection of 5 towns along the Wupper Valley - a bit
like ‘The Potteries’, but strung out along the river valley) with
rich industrial and railway histories and a totally unique public
transport system ….. and that alone is a ‘must see’.

beyond that. She is a reader of minds - no, more than that,
she can look into my very being. RHUBARB TRIFLE! Nigella
Lawson? Mary Berry? Deliah Smith? Who are they? For that
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OVER TO YOU
You may remember that last month we featured some very
strange locomotives with the one pictured below appearing
on the cover page.

It prompted the following response ……

Mike,
In the 1880's there was a US patent given for a chain driven
superb combination, Ingrid will forever be my ‘culinary

locomotive almost identical to this. A couple were built by
Adams and Price in Nashville, Tenn. followed by a few built

goddess’!!

at Tanner and Delaney in Richmond Va. Afterwards they met
That’s more that can be said for the young lady that served
us breakfast the next morning in the petrol station next door
to our hotel. Perfectly adequate, reasonably priced, but
uninspiring. Not a bit like rhubarb trifle!

their greatest success being built by Dewey Brothers in
Goldsboro NC. 30-50 were built by Dewey. Almost all were
used in the lumber business in the Southern coastal areas
from Va to Tex. None are known to survive. There is a (slow!)
private eﬀort to build a Dewey clone in 36" gauge ongoing.

Udo turned up at the appointed hour (10.30 a.m. - giving us
all time to wake up fully!) and off we set for the show in

Rick Perry
Hurtsboro, Alabama

Dortmund.

You’ll have to wait ’til next month for that instalment!

I can, whole heartedly, recommend rhubarb trifle to help fill
the gap! You’ve got a whole month to experiment.

p.s. There is information on each of the companies
mentioned on the ‘Geared Locomotive’ web site.
More information can be found at:-

www.gearedsteam.com

————————————————
Thanks for the information, Rick. Whilst these locomotives
may look very strange to our UK eyes, they were not that
rare a sight in days gone by in the USA. Geared and/or chain
drive provided smoother power than the much more common
rod drive and gearing enabled working on steeper grades
with impressive ‘pulling power’ for the size of loco.
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THE WORLD’S BIGGEST DEISEL

and were mounted on a D-D chassis - i.e. four axles per

LOCOMOTIVE?

truck front and rear.

Mike Hebblethwaite
The ‘X’ in the classification stands for ‘experimental’ as they
I’m often asked questions along the lines of ‘What’s the
biggest …..?”, “What’s the fastest …….?”, “What’s the

were used as a test bed for technologies that would, later,
find their way into other EMD products.

longest ……?” and, all too often I have to say, “I don’t know.”
But questions like these only serve to raise my curiosity and
off I dive into the ether to find the answers.

General Motors had to out-source the building of the chassis
to the John Mohr Company of Chicago simply because they

didn’t have a workshop of their own big enough to
I was recently asked if I knew what the biggest deisel

accommodate the sheer length of the beast!

locomotive is/was.
All of the 47 locomotives were ‘retired’ from service by May
I’ve done a bit of research and it would seem that Union

1985 with the exception of loco number 6936 which still

Pacific’s EMD DDA40X (of which 47 were made) comes

remains in service with the Union Pacific. The last, remaining

pretty close to ‘fitting the bill’.

locomotive is used mostly for excursion services.

At 98ft 5ins (30mtrs) over the end beams it was impressively
long and weighing in at 545,000lbs (247,000 kgs). It was
certainly no lightweight. It was powered by two EMD 645E3A
turbo deisel v16 engines producing 6,600hp (4,920kW) with
a continuous tractive effort of 103,000 lbft and a top speed
(in freight operation) of 80 mph (130 kmph)
Athearn produce an ‘H0’ model of the ‘Centennial’ or ‘Big
They were built by General Motors Electro-Motive Division
(hence the EMD) between April 1969 and September 1971

Jack’ which is, itself, impressively proportioned.
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WUPPERTAL’S ‘MONORAIL’ SYSTEM
Mike Hebblethwaite

I just know that the eagle eyed amongst you will have
noticed that the leading wheel is somewhat shinier than the
We’ve all seen the photos of this intriguing system and,

other. Well spotted! It is only the leading wheel on all pairs of

hopefully, you have followed the video links in the article on

driving wheels that are braked! In this case, on one of the

page 4. It truly is a fascinating system and is utterly unique,

modern cars, the brakes are very similar to the disc brakes

but what is its history and how does it work?

on your own car. All the cars, both modern and originals,
have a similar braking system and, surprisingly, older

Let’s take the photo above and start to explore. If we blow it

generation cars do not use electronics in any way for

up a little, we can see that each car is supported on two

retarding forward drive (i.e. use the electric motors as part of
the braking system).

Each ‘train’ consists of two cars with a central unit and they
are linked together in much the same way as a ‘bendy’ bus
or tram which are both a familiar sight in so many of our own
cities.

‘pylons’. Each of these is attached to the car roof and can
swivel in much the same way that a bogie swivels under a
railway carriage floor. This enables each car to negotiate
curves in the track and the turn around at each end of the
line. The line, though double track in appearance, is in fact a
single track laid out in a dog-bone fashion.

As can be seen from the photo above, all wheels are

The whole system is ‘suspended’ so that the cars ride about

powered by electric motor and current (600/750v DC) is

12mtrs (40ft) above either river or street level and is

collected via those same wheels …. well, one half of it!

supported on gantries set approximately 50mtrs (165ft)
apart. All stations are above ground level at car height and

The second enlargement gives a much better view.

there are 20 of them on the system. There is a turn-around
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the carriage pylons has a clamp fitted that rides along the
inside and outside of the lower horizontal section of the

loop at each end of the line which makes the system one
continuous circuit so trains only ever travel in one direction forwards!

Cars travel along the system at a maximum speed of
60kmph (37mph) though the newer cars are capable of
travelling somewhat quicker. With its mix of newer and older
vehicles, the maximum speed of the system is determined by
the older and slower cars. Movements of the numerous
‘trains’ on the system at any one time is computer aided to

supporting ‘I’ beam which limits the amount of ‘lean’ to 15
degrees. The pylon also rides just a few milimetres (less than
the wheel’s flange depth) below the base of the ‘I’ beam and
so limits the amount of possible vertical movement. The
wheels themselves are double flanged ….i.e. there is a
flange to both sides of the wheel’s tread or running surface
…. and so cannot de-rail. Sorted! Carriage sway limited,
double flanged wheels mean no derailments and there is no
way the wheels can ‘jump’ the rails because vertical
movement is limited.

And the other half of the electrical current? That is simply

avoid ‘bunching’ and information about each ‘train’ in relation
to the next one up the line is conveyed to the driver.

Stopping at stations is a precise art ….. the platforms are
only a couple of metres longer than the trains themselves but
they do seem to stop at stations with unerring accuracy.

Ah! You say. But what about all those bends and curves?
Surely centrifugal force would have the cars swinging about
like a fairground ride. Well, that would be true were it not for
speed limits and a very clever, but simple, solution. Each of
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collected via a sliding shoe in contact with a ‘power rail’

cars but with no ‘flexi’ centre section. They were a later

fastened to (but insulated from!) the underside of the

innovation!

supporting framework (that shiny bit in the photo on the
previous page!).

There are only four sets of ‘points’ on the entire main system
and they are paired on the turn-around loops. Each ‘point’

The system, the oldest electric elevated railway with hanging

consists of a moving plate which has one straight and one

cars in the world, was originally designed by Eugen Langer

curved rail. Depending on how the ‘point’ is set, the cars can

and was intended for sale to Berlin. It was eventually

either follow the turn-round loop or continue straight on into/

commissioned for Wuppertal where construction began in

out of the storage/workshop area situated at both ends of the

1898. Emporer (Kaiser) Wilhelm II participated in an early

line where each also have turn-around loops. There is multi-

trial run and the system opened in 1901. It actually opened in

track storage within each area which is managed with the

sections with Kluse to Zoo/Stadion opening on 1st March,

use of sector plates and there is also a hoist system to

the section to Vohwinkel on 24th May with the final section to

transfer cars to and from the workshops on ground level.

the terminus at Oberbarmen opening in June 1903.
Construction costs ran to 16m gold marks.

There have been many ‘rumblings’ over the years about
extending the system to include more communities in the
Wupper Valley but, despite the fact that it carries around
80,000 passengers a day (!!), the cost would be prohibitive.

Of course, no system is perfect and this has had some
noteable incidents (see suggested links below) with perhaps
the most bizarre involving an elephant!

In the July of 1950, the visiting Althoff Circus organised a
publicity stunt by putting a baby elephant on a train at Alter
Markt station. The elephant, not surprisingly, panicked and
started to bump around during the ride. She eventually
pushed her way out of the car and fell into the river Wupper.
The Kaiserwagen (Emperor's car), the original train used by

The elephant, two journalists, and one passenger,

Emporer (Kaiser)Wilhelm II during a test ride on 24 October

fortunately, only sustained minor injuries. After this ‘jump’, the

1900, is still operated on scheduled excursion services,

elephant was given the knickname name Tuffi, which means

special occasions and for charter events. It consists of two

'waterdive' in Italian. Both the monorail’s operator and the
circus director were fined. Tuffi continued her circus ‘career’
though not, latterly, with the Althoff Circus.

Suggested further links:‘www.schwebebahn.de' click ‘EN’ in ‘Sprache’ options
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wuppertal_Suspension_Railway
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4KZLcvMQWg

Photos by Mike Hebblethwaite and Neil Fraser
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GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION

Quite simply, if someone hasn’t even opened a Newsletter

(GDPR)

for six months, is it really in anyone’s interest to keep

Mike Hebblethwaite

sending invites for them to do so? After six months of
‘inactivity’ the account will be automatically ‘unsubscribed’.

God bless the E.U. and their concern for our security!

The MailChimp account we have is free, but there is a limit to
the number of e-mails we can send without incurring charges

We’ve all heard about GDPR since the Facebook fiasco and
the fears that information about us can be passed on to

and it is pointless and, ultimately, costly to ‘clutter up’ our
account with redundant contacts.

‘other agencies’. So far as I know, none of you are likely to
affect the outcome of any American presidential election or,
indeed, any other …. and certainly not through any
information that the Newsletter holds about you!

So. We have your name, your e-mail address, telephone
number and postal town as information on our database.
Quite frankly, if anyone was so minded, they could find out
far more about you after a 5 minute ‘Google’ search!

As all readers will be very well aware, the invitation to
download the latest Newsletter is sent to you via MailChimp an entirely reputable company. The important point is that
you are sent an invitation ….. you are not sent the Newsletter

If you have any questions about that information, would like
any more information, then please ask. I am legally bound to
tell you all …… not that there’s any more to tell!

in any form and the choice as to whether or not you
download it is yours. You are simply sent the link to do so, if
you wish. You are even invited to ‘unsubscribe’ should you
no longer want to receive our e-mails and your details will,
almost instantly, be removed from our database..

Is the information we hold about you ever passed on to a
third party? DEFINITELY NOT! The whole point of moving to
MailChimp was to ensure that your details were infinitely
more secure than being stored on my home computer!
Access to your details is strictly limited to the administrators

The E.U. is concerned about the information we hold about
you, what we use it for and what control you have over that
information. It’s time for me to come clean ……
1) We have your name! There’s nothing subversive or

of the Newsletter’s account of which there are two. I am the
primary administrator and Colin Moores is the second. There
are no circumstances under which your details would be
passed to a third party….not now, or ever.

untoward in having that. It’s simply nice to know who we are
addressing our e-mails to …… makes for that personal
touch!
2) We have your e-mail address. It wouldn’t be much use
without it now, would it?
3) Where you’ve supplied it, we have a contact phone
number. Why? It can be very useful in sorting out any
problems that may arise. It will NEVER be used for any other
purpose.
4) We have (again where you’ve supplied it) your postal town
address….. not your full address (we’d never ask for that!)

You will never (I repeat, never) receive an e-mail via the
Newsletter’s account that is not :1) an invitation to download the latest issue
2) ‘Stop Press’ news that is directly relevant to either the
Newsletter or MMRG
3) an occasional invite to an event that is specifically
available to Newsletter readers only
4) an exceptional offer only available to Newsletter readers.
5) in reponse to a problem, technical or otherwise, that we/
you may have encountered.

….. simply to give a geographic ‘picture’ of where the
Newsletter goes.

I would be more than happy to answer any questions or
address any concerns you may have.

We do not hold any other information about you other than
statistical data. Do you open the e-mail? Do you download
the Newsletter and how often? Why do we do that?

Please, do not hesitate to contact me and I will endeavour to
answer any questions as fully as I can. Where I do not know
the answers, I will seek appropriate advice.
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SUMMER’S HERE - WHERE CAN WE GO?
Mike Hebblethwaite

Everyone likes a day out by the sea, but Southport has an
extra feature that is well worth a visit.. If you are interested in
model trains (let’s face it, you wouldn’t be reading this

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1sGTFD-oNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1sGTFD-oNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1sGTFD-oNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1sGTFD-oNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1sGTFD-oNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1sGTFD-oNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1sGTFD-oNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1sGTFD-oNk
Newsletter if you weren’t!) and enjoy the sight of large model
trains rolling through a garden lanscape, then Southport

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5uQvab3Kk4
Model Railway Village is a good place to go. With its picnic
areas, tea shop and wheelchair friendly sheltered gardens,
oh, and its ‘G’ scale trains, it has something to offer
everyone. Kids love it. Well worth a day out!
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BALA LAKE RAILWAY AND NARROW GAUGE

A quick decision was made to travel from Llanuwchllyn to

MODEL RAILWAY EXHIBITION

Bala on the Bala Lake Railway (Rheilffordd Llyn Tegid) and

Mike Hebblethwaite

There’s something about having a caravan in mid-Wales ….

also visit the model railway exhibition.

Good choice.

it’s a great escape. Cringoed is a very quiet site in a beautiful
valley setting with nothing to offer those who crave bright
lights, night life or excitement. Peace and tranquility it does
have in abundance and when it rains it has that too …. often
in Biblical quantities!

Thunder, as in the case of the last May Bank Holiday, rolls
around the hills and reverberates along the valley and,
somehow, seems to magnify those deep rumblings. The
lightning, too, can be spectacular. In one instant it can starkly
illuminate the valley and the next plunge it back into
darkness. And rain! Suffice it to say that, just a few miles
away, Welshpool was subjected to flash floods and the River
Severn rose by more than a few feet in very short order!

All set to leave Llanuwchllyn

The Rheilffordd Llyn Tegid is only a fairly recent (1972)
That was Friday night.

development along the southerly shore of the lake. It has
been built on the trackbed of the old Ruabon to Barmouth

Saturday dawned with mists to lend atmosphere to any
‘Hound of the Baskervilles’ setting and the steady, drizzling
rain did not bode well for the rest of the day. The decision
was made to ‘escape’ the aluminium bungalow and head off
to Bala on the grounds that the weather couldn’t possibly be
any worse there.

It wasn’t! It was a lovely day.

George B (Hunslet works number 780) is primed and ready to leave
Llanuwchllyn for the 4.5 mile journey to Bala. A bit diﬀerent from her original
duties at Dinorwic quarries.

25 minutes after leaving Llanuwchllyn, George B waits patiently for all
passengers to disembark and permission to run round the train in
preparation for the return journey
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line which was closed in 1965. The section of trackbed

particular stood out from all the rest. They were “Fallgate -

occupied by the R.L.T. was originally built by the Bala and

Ashover Light Railway” and “Gilderdale Mine”.

Dolgelley (Dolgellau) Railway Company and opened in

Both layouts showed great attention to detail and both

August 1868 and became part of the Great Western Railway

depicted believable scenes.

in 1877. It was built as a standard gauge line, not the narrow
gauge, 2ft line that operates now!

The present line has two ‘claims to fame’ in that it has the
largest collection of narrow gauge quarry locomotives built
specifically for the slate mining industry in North Wales by
the Hunslet Engine Company of Leeds and, as Rheilffordd
Llyn Tegid Ltd, it was the first company in Wales to be
registered exclusively in the Welsh language.

The trains, ably hauled by their diminutive Hunslets, clatter
rather sedately along their 4.5 mile (7.2 km) route and there
is a single passing place at Llangower to enable two train
operation. A single journey takes around 25 minutes and is
time very well spent with some superb views of Llyn Tegid
(Bala Lake) and the surrounding mountains.

Two very diﬀerent scenes from the ‘Ashover’ layout with the lower of the
two showing impressively scaled industrial facilities and that all important
illusion of ‘distance’.

Prototypically, the ‘Ashover’ layout featured those rather nice
Baldwin 10-12-D 4-6-0 tank engines (I do have something of
On leaving Bala station we were met with the familiar sight of

a soft spot for them!) which, unfortunately, were all scrapped

a Routemaster bus… not RM467 (as at our show), but

by 1951. The layout also boasts some impressive industrial

RM2059. Climbing aboard this free ride, we were soon

structures which utterly dwarf these diminutive trains and,

making our way to the model railway exhibition at Ysgol Y

yet, the layout still manages to convey that sense of space.

Berwyn. I’m sorry that, up to the time of going to press, I’ve

The high standard of scenery and well thought out ‘cameo

been able to discover very little of the history of this bus … a

scenes’ all help to acheive this layout’s ‘believability’.

bit more than a ‘Google’ search is called for, I’m afraid … but,
if anyone has more information, I’d be more than happy to

‘Gilderdale Mine’ is a much more compact layout, yet it still

hear from them.

manages to convey the impression that trains are both
coming from and going to somewhere. Again, the attention to

The exhibition, spread over three halls and with good

scenery and scenic details is of a very high standard and the

refreshment facilities, was a celebration of all things narrow

many and various ‘cameo scenes’ all help to create that

gauge. There were some great layouts but, for me, two in

‘believability factor’
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DCC EXPERIENCES, FAILURE ANALYSIS, INSIGHTS,
AND MEASURES - UP-DATE
Udo Pfannkuche
To up-date my article about my experiences with the DCC
control system, I wrote last month that I changed to the
SelecTrix system which is a patented control system by
Siemens (although, the patent holder is Mr. Haass of the
small company Doehler & Haass in Bavaria). Because these
devices are not easily available in the UK, I looked for
another source for a sophisticated DCC control system that
eliminates the signal distortion and delay problems. This
exists right in you own country!

https://www.merg.org.uk/merg_resources/cbus.php

They explain, in a very comprehensive way, their LCB
(Layout Control Bus) which is based on the CAN bus system.
This is an industrial bus control system extensively used in
the automotive industry - even ZIMO has been using the
CAN bus since the very beginning of their producing model
railway control systems.
Mining on an industrial scale is never a tidy aﬀair and ‘Gilderdale Mine’
manages to capture that stark contrast between ‘unspoilt’ agricultural land
and the clutter and encroaching waste of a quarrying/mining operation.

These items of software, decoders and so on, are far more
readily available for UK railway modellers.

Both layouts operated very smoothly - something that can be
difficult to achieve in 009! - and both offered something
moving at all times. Far too many exhibition layouts seem to
forget that the audience has paid good money to watch trains
moving, not to look at static diaramas …… however good
they may be!

The systematic of the LCB by MERG is rather similar to the
intelligent information processing used in the SelecTrix bus.
The central station is relieved from processing every
command where only a node (sender) number and an event
number are created and sent via the CAN bus. The data
processing is outsourced to the decoders (receiver nodes).

Of course there were many other layouts featured at the
show and none of them could be described as ‘duff’. Suffice
it to say that these two, featured layouts occupied me for
more than half of the two hours I spent at the show!

This way any DCC controlled layout will be operating much
more reliably, the commands will be received faster, and the
CAN bus is not prone to interferences from low resistance,
high power wires!.

Our return trip to ‘Bertha’, parked at Llanuwchllyn, was a
mirror image of our outward journey ….. we were even
hauled by the same loco!

I believe that this additional contribution will provide helpful
information for those interested amongst our hobby
colleagues.

It was a day out well worth the effort and is already pencilled
in my diary for next year’s Spring Bank Holiday outing!
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PLEASE, DO NOT FORGET THE TRADERS
WHO SUPPORT OUR ANNUAL SHOW

ABC Model Railways
Trading for over 35 years, we offer a wide range of
collectable Model Railways from the smallest T GAUGE to
larger scale models. The most popular from N gauge,
through Z, HOe/009, HOm SWISS BEMO outline, to 00
gauge and American and Continental HO.
'www.abcmodelrailways.com'

Axminster Tools
Axminster Tools offers a huge range of hand and power
tools, large and small. Whatever your workshop needs, we
can supply.
‘www.axminster.co.uk'

Bespoke Sign & Print
For all those signs (road, rail, pub, shop and advertising
hordings) that bring your model railway to life ……
'thebespokeshop@yahoo.co.uk'

Book Law Publications
Railway books? What we haven’t got in stock (and we’ve got
hundreds of titles from all the major publishers), we can find
and source for you.
Got a book you can’t find? The chances are we can!
'www.booklaw.co.uk'

Country Park Models
Whilst we are well known for our great range of spare parts
for all the major UK manufacturers’ products, we do carry a
wide range of other ‘useful bits and pieces’.

Maybe you are looking for a particular spare part? Check us
out or let us know what you need and we’ll try our very best
to source it for you.

We can be contacted by e-mail at………
bassmikebass@aol.com

Country Scenes & Trees
We have a great range of products to help you with all your
scenic projects …. scatter materials, lichens, ballast, paints,
glues. You name it, we’ve probably got it!

Oh! And we’ve got a few trees!

Direct Train Spares
We are a small family run business and manufacturers of
high quality products at affordable prices. We currently
manufacture rolling road cradle units in various gauges ( N,
TT, O, EM, P4, OO, G, GAUGE 1 & 3. We can manufacture
other gauges of rolling roads to order, we have recently
made S7, GAUGE 1, GAUGE 3 and BG4, so just ring to
discuss your required gauge.

We also manufacture NEM 652 and NEM 651 DCC decoder
socket wiring harnesses, Coach lighting kits, Yard lights and
Aspect signals. We only manufacture using LED’s, not grain
of wheat bulbs.

As a keen model railway enthusiast myself and with previous
aerospace engineering experience I understand the
importance of offering products made to a high standard and
easy to use whilst keeping prices low.

I also use the NEM 652 DCC harnesses to convert my older
OO gauge trains to DCC for my own layout. I find that when
converting old trains to DCC using the harnesses, it is easier
when the train is mounted on a rolling road system to ensure
everything is running correctly before using on my layout. All
the products we manufacture are products that I needed for
my own modelling needs and I use them on a daily basis.

We now also stock an extensive range of LED’s in sizes from
1.6mm to 5mm in all shapes and colours including 0603 /
0805 SMD’s. We also stock a series of 0805 SMD’s that self
flash so no need for anything else just 3v .
We also stock a range of switches, decoder wire, layout wire,
LED strip lighting, resistors both metal film a SMD sizes,
syringes, connector blocks. We also have a range of
chemicals including track cleaner, liquid flux, paint thinners,
plastic weld solvent, IPA, industrial meths, water based
smoke fluid.
'www.directtrainspares-burnley.co.uk'

EBMA Hobby & Craft
Specialists in modular storage
‘www.ebmahobby.co.uk'
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High Lane Model Railways

North Western Models

Come and visit Stockport's leading pre-owned OO & N

At North Western Models we believe that it’s the detail that

gauge model railway and diecast toy supplier based in

brings a model railway to life and the company was

Stockport Market Hall. We are open on Tuesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays & Saturdays throughout the year.

established in 2015 by Kevin Colley and Christopher Gore as
an online model shop based in Stockport, Cheshire.

With a good selection of locomotives, wagons, coaches,
track and scale vehicles, Gaugemaster products, as well as

Initially dealing with high quality detailing accessories and

scenic materials from Javis, we are always happy to discuss

kits, North Western Models prides itself in serving the model

your particular requirements. We regularly attend model

railway community to promote the notion that detailing helps

railway 'swap meets' - click here for this year's diary.

to bring a model railway to life.

‘www.highlanemodelrailways.co.uk'

In September 2016, North Western Models was a winner of
Small Business Sunday (#SBS) which is run by Dragons’

Linda Tinker Railway Books

Den star, Theo Paphitis. Christopher and Kevin initially met

Linda Tinker Railway Books is a specialist dealer in New,

with Mr Paphitis in Birmingham in February 2017 to receive

Pre-Owned, Hard To Find and Out of Print Railway

their award which recognises and celebrates successful

Books. We currently stock an extensive collection of

small businesses and entrepreneurs within the UK. They

hardback and softback publications, all of which will be listed

continually work alongside other small businesses within Mr

here as soon as possible. At any time we have approximately

Paphitis’ #SBS circle to develop their model railway business

1,000 books waiting to be assessed and catalogued for

and to drive forwards with full steam ahead!

inclusion on this website, so if you cannot see the book you

‘www.northwesternmodels.co.uk'

want, do contact us, as we may have it. We particularly pride
ourselves on the quality of our packaging of books, and our

Online Models

speed of despatch. We regularly stand at Railwayana

Online Models Ltd is a family business founded by father and

specialist collectors fairs around the country, as well as

son team Phillip & Alexander Croft. In 2010 Alexander began

Model Railway Exhibitions.

an enterprise placement with Sheffield Hallam University

We take care to use our years of experience to accurately

allowing him to develop a business of his own during his

describe each book that we have for sale. The book you see

placement year.

described on this website is the book that you will receive.
The company was founded with the intention of providing the
We specialise in North American Railroad books, and very

best quality product for the modeller, made in the UK. With

often acquire many interesting and very hard to find volumes.

this goal in mind a range of scatter materials was developed

We are members of the NMRA, and are pleased to be

for the modeller in the War Gaming market; the first of a new

regular booksellers at their meetings up and down the

hobby range.

country, and especially at their National Convention.
Linda Tinker Railway Books is a member of The Booksellers

Online Models Ltd began a search for a new project and

Association. We are particularly keen to support other local

began negotiations to purchase the well-established range of

small businesses in Derbyshire and the East Midlands. Our

colour light signals from CCH Models, “Eckon & Berko”.

Computer Support, Accountancy Services, Packaging

These brands had been established for some years but as

Suppliers, Printers and more are all based within 30 miles of

the founder’s retirement loomed, the brands began to suffer

us.

from dwindling availability.

You can get in touch with us by using the form on the

Online Models Ltd have since invested in upgrading the

Contact Us page.

brands with:-

‘www.lindatinkerrailwaybooks.co.uk'

•

new packaging
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•

You Tube Help videos

•

New Website, adding PayPal (E-commerce)

•

Social Media, keeping customers informed

•

New ‘Plug & Play’ system

Online Models Ltd also acquired Dave’s Railway Films in

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427

early 2016 with re-branding to “Railway Films” at
'www.railwayfilms.co.uk' and launched its first, all new DVD
at the Warley Model Railway show 2016.
'www.onlinemodelsltd.co.uk'

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

SMTF
SMTF is a well stocked and varied model shop based at the
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY. Though it stocks a wide range of ’00’
models and accessories it is, perhaps, best known for its ‘G’
scale garden railway items.
We are always available to help and advise.
01625 850427

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,

The Junction Box
We stock a good selection of second hand model railway
products and we always aim to add new stock to our

YO22 5LF
01947 899125

extensive range.
“www.themodelcentre.com"
If there are any items you are especially looking for please
let me know and I will always try and oblige where possible
'www.thejunctionbox.net'

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”

Sweets of Yesteryear
No plastic! Just paper bags (as they should be) filled with all

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, Crewe
Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

those tastes of yesteryear …….a real trip down memory lane

CW5 7LG

for all with a ‘sweet tooth’
sweetsofyesteryear@gmail.com

01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk

Betwen them, all our traders can meet your everyday and
even your most obscure model railway needs. They are just
as enthusiastic about model railways as you are and love a
challenge. Having difficulty in getting hold of what you need?
Give our exhibition traders a call ….. if they haven’t got what
you want in stock, the chances are they can source it for you!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield
01625 511646
www.cheshiremods.org.uk
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THE LAST WORD

There’s two suggestions in this month’s Newsletter
(Southport Model Railway Village and Bala Lake Railway).

And so another month begins and with it the hope of fine,

Perhaps there is somewhere that you would recommend.

lazy summer days …. fingers crossed! …. and, so far

Please let us know!

through May, we’ve had more than a few glimpses of what
might be in store for us. Let’s hope that those long, warm,

As you will no doubt have seen from the author credits, we

sunny spells are indicative of an equally warm and sunny

have been very short on contributors this month ….. I’m

summer. The cynic within me, however, has noted those

hoping for a few surprises in my in-tray in time for next

horrendous thunder storms at the end of the month, the

month! Please help if you can.

torrential rain, the flooding and thinks “Monsoons!”.
Ever the optimist, however, I’ve now dragged the barbecue
out of the back of the shed, dusted off the recliners and
bought in a supply of factor 30!
And it’s this time of year that we begin to think of summer

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES
Newsletter:e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

telephone

07761 122126

holidays, places to visit and occupying the kids/grandkids.
I’ve said it many times before, but if you’ve any plans to visit
places that may interest other readers, please let us know
about them. Maybe you’re thinking of re-visiting somewhere

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone

07796 457978

you’ve already been. How about sharing a photo or two and
letting us know why it’s worth a re-visit.

07761 122126
Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model Railway
Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red link above.

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Alan Ashton

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Member reps

Colin Moores
Tony Hallatt
Steve Nixon
Gerry Ogden

Newsletter Editor

Mike Hebblethwaite
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